The UCT Disaster Relief Benefit is a one-time per occurrence, per member contribution of up to $150 from the UCT home office to help members who experience a major disaster like a fire, flood, hurricane or tornado. The benefit is designed to help cover the cost of food, clothing, shelter or other necessities in times of personal emergencies where there is no other means of assistance. This benefit covers the member’s primary residence only.

Assistance from this benefit is strictly a benefit and is not to be construed as a contractual obligation. It is not part of any UCT insurance contract. Please note that the home office must be able to verify that any member requesting assistance is a member in good standing at the time of the disaster.

To request assistance, contact the home office at 800.848.0123 x1100 or at aneal@uct.org. Please note that to be eligible for assistance members must request it from the home office within 72 hours of the disaster. Additional financial help might be available from your local council. Please contact your local secretary about this.